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It might have been!
Just think how many important event
through the intervention of

have been brought about

omen! If Helen had been an w~ly

mi sshc= pen woman would there have been any Trojan 'var? We might
be planning when we go abroad to visit Troy, one of the oldest
cities, and perhape we mi ht find ourselves lodged in one of
Paris's familiar haunts!
If Cleopatra had never existed, perhaps Julius Caesar would
not have been assa.ssinated! He might have lived to a good old
e.ge, and governed Rome so wisely that the whole world would
always have been under the Roman rule!
Would America ever have been discovered had there been no
Isabella of Castile to be kind and generous to Columbus?
To take a less lofty standpoint, would Comm~rce thrive, w re
thete no feminine tastes to be gratified? To what purpose would
the rich Indian stuffs, the precious stones, and the rare
pearls be imported? Might not we be visiting France now as an
English Province if it had not been for Joan of Arc?
iould there have been any French Revolution had it not been
for the Austrian Marie Antoinette?
How much Literature and Art owe to Catherine de Medici! How
many wonders of Art and treasures of Literature would have
failed of existence had it not been for her! 1hat a dreary
old world this would be without woman! Not only have they
had great influence upon the history of the World, but what
an in piration they have been through all ages to the artist!
Without them te co le

a

no Venu, no Aadonnas.
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What would Literature have been with Woman's clace vacant?

Think of the heaven-born privileges of poets in their power
of immortalizing the objects of their love. But the privilege
that Mrs . Jameson appropriates to poets 1s not their only one;
they also have the power of immortalizing their ideal of women.
As

we all love our friends for the ideal power, beauties and

characteristics with which we endo; them, so great writers
love and honor the fictitious character to whom they give immortality .

Can we even imagine a Literature when there was no mention of
Woman? What would the Idyls, Romances Lyrics and Novels become
were the writers forbidden to display the faults and \Tirtues
of the fairer sex? Even Milton's great epic would be impossible

without Eve . Would there be any interest in our great dramas
were there no Portias, Rosalinde, Cordell s, and Lady Macbeths?
We have been inspirations to the worlds Inventors as well as
to the worlds Poets . Arkwright must have sou ht to save us
labor by the spinning machine and certainly the man who invented the sewing machine must have realized how much female
labor was thrown

way on

11

seam and gusset and band 11 , as we

have it nictured to us in Hood's Song of the Shirt; he mu t
have felt t:iat woman ' s brains were capable of doing more than
~overnirig the fingers in their constant toil.
Wouldn't a world , 1 thout women be the olay of Hamlet with
Haml t left out?
We have borne our full share of blame for all that has gone
wrong, but our bitterest critics can hardly ventu e

to

ish
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that this had been a womanless world!

Anonyms.
It is a universally acknowledged fact that the English language

contains, 1n addition to the words in common circulation, many
terms whose existence, even, ls not ~nown by the majority of
people, and a multitude which form no part of their vocabulary .

But notwithstanding the multiplicity of words in our language,
there are ideas to which, as yet, En lish men have given no
expression .
Such ideas we call anonyms; and classify them as those which
imply some moral condition, and those which have no such signification. Of the latter class, a mere mention, with an example, must suffice; of the former, we shall speak more at
length .
Perhaps no better illustration of the first class of anonyms
can be found than that which expresses
which does not express

or more properly

the idea of moderate speed or of

medium depth . Anonyms relative to morals, and consequently
many oft ose relative to people, seem to me to be a strong
evidence of the corruption of human nature; indeed, so nearly
a nroof of this do they seem, that we my safely assert that

God never intended that there should be anonyms having reference to the moral life of his creatures; thei• existence 1s
so entirely apart from his nlan; at least, 1n so far as anything can be apart from that plan .
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This may, at first, seem to be a bold statement, and perhaps
one tinged with irreverence; but take a second thought and
see if it be not true. Surely no one who believes that there
is a God who created the world and all things therein found,
will deny that it was his purpose that all his creatures
should be perfect. This, indeed, was man's original estate.
Now, if God's plan were carried out, every man would be perfect

-

wantinB nothing; then, all virtues being common to

mankind, lt is extremely improbable that anonyms relating to
moral qualities would ever be found; and this because qualities
as universal as the virtues before referred to could hardly
fail to receive names. Vices would not exist, and, ideas of
wickedness never having been entertained by man, the very
essence of an anonym (that ls, an idea without a name) is excluded from the thought.
In the present staee of the world's history, however, we must
confess that such a happy state of affairs 1s but an ime.ginary
one; and however much we desire this condition in regard to
man's virtues and vices 1 we are forced to admit that some of
the virtues wnich should be common to mankind either do not
exist at all, or their existence is so rare that men have
never formed words to express them. Hence a portion of our
anonyms.
Consider, for instance, the fact that our language furnishes
no word to expr&ss the moral cond ition of a man, who ls neither
covetous or lavish in one way or another. Does it not signify
that there are very few persons who are neither covetous or
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lavish? Again, is there any ter

which exactly covers the

ground between credulity and partial skepticism? I think not;
and since tnis is the case. the fact 1s t,rust upon us that we
can rarely find a person of sufficiently good judgment and insight to believe n ither too much, and so credit untruths, nor
too little, and so refuse to believe truths. People in different countries, belonging to different nations, or in different
circumstances in life, have different notions of right an~
wrong, and we should expect to find a corresponding difference
in their anonyms; in other words, we should expect so e people
to have terms to express certain ideas for which some other
people have no expression . Philology shows us that this is the
case with peoples speaking different languages; for very often
ideas which are perfectly expressed in one language find no
adequate expression in another; and we may Judge that there
exists a similar difference in tne vocabularies of individuals
ln different circumstances.
As for the vices of men, they are far too abundant, too universal , not to have received names; if, as we have intimated, the
very existence of an anonym implies the rarity of the quality
or deed for which

t stands, we may well desire that there

shall be nothing but anonyms to represent the crimes and
wrongs now rife amon

men. A few such anonyms we find. In the

number of words expressing the various kinds and degrees of
love , there ls none to express entire distribution of the
quality; and we are led to the conclusion that it would be
difficult to find a person in whose nature love is totally
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destroyed.
Let us take another example: 1f we let resentment express
v1rtuous anger against ill-doing, an anonym must represent
the absence of such anger; and in consequence of this fact
we decide that it 1s rare to find a person who does not possess
resentment to a greater or less degree . Thus we see, from the
existence of nameless ideas of evil as well as of good, that
man is not as wicked as he might be, in one sense; he 1s not
totally depraved; and it ls just as true that every anonym of
evil is an evidence of good, as that every anonym of good is
an evidence of corresponding evil.
There is a certain vagueness and uncertainty about these anonyms which gives them, in the one case an at ractive, in the
other case a repulsive influence over us; yet such ls the nature of the attraction and the re pulsion, that the terms and
the ideas to which they apply seem almost paradoxical, for anonyms of good , to which we are attracted, we ought to seek diligently to diminish; while we should as diligently seeK to increase the number of anonyms of evil, from which we a.re
repelled .

Baby's Knowledge-box
A baby is generally considered a being without sense, a mere
Plaything that laughs and cries alternately according as he ls
Pleased or unhappy, and when some philosopher as • erts that a

- - - --

---

~----

-?-
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child under five years old thinks as much and as hard as yourself and has ideas in common witn you, you open your
astonishment . Yo

eyes ln

say "What ideas ca.n a baby have of space,

time, personal identity? and answer "none"!
But tell me, does not a child cry for something beyond his
reach simply because he finds it beyond him? He has ha

hie

dinner at twelve o ' clock, then does he not feel that he has
enoug

and wants no more for a while, realizing the period

between dinner and tea as time?
He burns his finger and feeling pain he naturally conclud s
that 1t is himself that suffers. To be sure, a child does not
reason that because his finger was placed at a certain spot
and was hit or hit something, that pain wa

the result, but

it i!=l thus that an idea of an "ego" 1s given him.
As soon as a child begins to say "Papa" and "Mamma" he tries
to imitate, and imitating, notices and noticing thinks! therefore a child thinks when only a year old, if not before .
Can mina ever be inactive? it may seem so, but how long could
even a baby live without any mental action? Most are eo fortunate as to have some one to think for them, but suppose one
with nobody to do this, how long would he live? simple mechanical energy could not urge him to seek food, he might do it by
instiQct but this necessarily involves an action of the

ind.

Again a child must have something to keep him quiet, his mind
being active, his whole body must be also; action of the body
implies mental activity and tne ~ind once in action never
ceases to work.
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It has been said that a child's character is formed before he
1s five years old; until then he ls simply learning and imitating. First impressions are always strongest, and the first
seed, good or bad, that has been sown, will flourish and never
be entirely lost sight of until long after other influences
have surrounded him and he becomes acquainted

itn another

world besides his own.

****-l(*******-1<**

A Study of Mental Science.

Seated with notebook and pen in hand,
I soon was treading an unknown land
Mental Science, the words I read,
With a book and a Baby, it also said .

Blue eyes that open at pAep of day,
A smile has bani hed your tears a ay;
Baby soon knows, without thought or.care,
That Mother's protecting love is there.

Time passes swiftly, erelong we find
Baby endowed with a thinking mind;
She wonders and puzzles her little brain,
To know whence the feeling of being came.

She smiles at herself in the parlor glass,
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She watches the travellers slowly pass,
She 1s brought to the table and makes ado
In taking her bread and her coffee too.

If toys are near baby, you quickly will see
What her selection or choice will be;
She will choose bright colors and t1rst the red,
'

1

For color ls given by sight 11

1

tis said.

She ' s busy all day until night draws nigh,
And the Moon and the stars bestud the sky
Baby looks from the window, puts forth her hand,
To see if the Moon is within command.

She looks disappointed, her eyes deceive:
In the matter of distance; she can't believe,

In acquired perceptions; to us 'tis her own
Sight borrows from judgment, nor stands alone.

One morning as Baby comes down with nurse,
She bites her finger, and feels the worse
Because she knows without knowing why,
She by her oTn action has made herself cry .

Shall we take up first causes, and seek to find
How casual ideas are brought to the mind?
Is it through perception as some declare,
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Or born on occasion; the crisis, where?

Nay, leaving the question I think I will close
My first composition not written in prose
For before I decide I will wait till I've read
Other books on the subjec t that puz zles my head.

Tragedy Read and Tragedy Acted.
Centuries have rolled by since the first representation
of Tragedy and vast has been the improvement made in the minute details which add so much to a better comoreheneion and
appreciation of it.
As we watch the enacting of some thrilling chapter from
the life of a real or imaginary hero and see it so vividly
represented, we forget that it ls only for our amusement, that
when the curtain slowly f a lls shutting in the scenes of sorro
and misery our hero once more ~ssumes the robe of dally life
and 1s no longer the Hamlet or Othello of our dream.
Coming now to the subject of our discussion let us regard
it in the form of a double question. Shall Tragedy be re ad and
shall it be acted? At first then, shall be read? We answer,
compositions that come under this title in its noblest sense
ought, umoubtedly, to be carefully read and studied. Take
for

examole, the Tragedies of Shakes ear, in all of which the

passions and sorrows of life are so keenly delineated and so
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a vast insight into character ls displayed. How much can be
gained by the study of such works! In this way we form our
own conception of Hamlet, Macbeth, Richard and Othello, endowing each witn the character w have derived from an examination of their words and deeds and thus more intimately
idealizing them. By studying all their joys, sorrows and
trials, we aoprec1Rte, their wit and intellect become almost
a part of themselves, thinking as they think, seeing a s they
see and feeling as they feel. Again, in reading Tragedy, our
imagination with regard to surroundings when the scene takes
place, is left unrestrained and involuntarily we associate
certain inanimate objects with the characters we are studying.
Almost innumere,ble a re the benefits to be derived from the
reading, but are thus none to be derived from the act i ng?
Here, then we have the second part of our subject, as it now
stands, shall not Trag edy be acted? In answer (we cannot say
as we have about the reading always) for many such works there
are, the value of which is only determinated by being witnessed
on the stage of our theatres . Teke, as an instance, the Passion
Play, that holiest of all Tragedies, when chapters from the
life of our blessed Saviour are acted before the eyes of thousands of people, when ever He and his disciples are personified

by common humanity . What a feel1n

of repulsion springs to our

hearts, at the very thought of an imitation of Christ's life
and death being so disDlayed. No doubt some good is derived
from this dramatic representation for the assembly 1s composed
largely of poor unlettered peasants

1

h~ in their way grasp the
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idea intentionally conveyed much more readily than by the
study of their Bibles. Notwithstanding the good derived, are
there a.nJ· who will not acknowledge the wrong in sacrificing
and exposing to public criticism the passion of our Redeemer?
With other Tragedies however it is different, none are so
sacred, none do we reverence so much, while by the acting out
of others thoughts, thoughts difficult to comprehend in the
reading are at once made clear and we also gain a better conception of the work as a whole. All of our pleasures and gain
depends upon the actor, if he be intelligent and enter thoroughly into the spirit of his part, he holds our attention,
carries us with him through the different scenes and as

e

admire, we forget his surroundings.
If on the other h nd he does not realize the importance
of the thoughts he is to convey, entering it only so f~r

s

he may produce a good impression nnd thtnking more of his appearance than of the words he 1s uttering, then it 1s that we
are the losers by the acting of Tragedy. Our imagined Hamlet
or King Richard falls and ever after es we study their words,
the re ernbrance of them as represented upon the stage, springs
up invari&bly, as a revolting apparition . The benefits then
to be derived from the actlng of Tragedy depends almost wholly
upon the actor, for in him it lies to mould our ideas, to
concentrate our thoughts and to recall us from the unrestraining influence of imagination. Have we no1

rrived

t any defin-

ite conclusion with regard to the reading and acting of Tragedy?
The subject will admit of a much more careful examination than
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space allows here, but even in this short discussion, meagre
as it ls, we have found that Tragedy will be both recd and
acted and read, more profitably than acted, since we are thus
even more gainers.

********* ***ii*
Two Boston Girls.
Let me draw you a sketch; it will be roughly done and I dare
not call it a picture . It 1s the year 1775; we are crossing
Boston Common and I come to the top of Beacon Hill. The
house on the right is General Hancock's . It is his reception
afternoon and we are to be &mong the guests and before entering the room I Will tell you in confidence that you will
probably see the belle of colonial Boston. The spacious hall
is covered with straw matting and furnished with straightbacked armchairs; on either side a door; the one on the right
opening into the dinin

room, the one on the left, into the

drawing room. Both rooms }\ave cornices of stucco; the v:·alls
are hung with a pale blue paper relieved by a brilliant border
of flowers ad shells. The furnlture of both apartments is
mahogany, delicately carved and inlaid . Portraits by Stuart
and Copley hang on the wall .
Just beyond the dining room ls the clock room in which
stands a high old-fashioned time-piece; Save on the entrance
hall the carpets are Brussels. In the drawing room hangs a
out-glass chandelier and large mirrors reflect our figures
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on every side. The ceilings of each room is traversed by a
long beam cased and furnished like the rest of the apartment.
The wide chimney place is lined with Dutch tiles and on
either side stand capacious armchairs for the. aster and
Mistress of the house.
Did you notice that flutter among the ladies? it was
occasioned by the entrance of the distinguished guest of
the afternoon , a nephew of Lord

orth . He has been in this

country but a few weeks and tais is his first appearance in
society . He 1s the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Cabot of C&mbr1dge.
Do I think him handsome did you aak me? Yes, though most of
his beauty lies in his noble bearing . The lady with whom he
is talking 1s ~rs. Perkins . Ten years ago she was a great
beauty; to me she 1s beautiful still with her snow-white hair
and sweet expression . How becoming is the dress of an English
gentleman! The black silk stockings, black velvet kneebreeches, waistcoat and coat with their gilt buttons! Our
attention is suddenly withdrawn from his Lordship's toilet
for in the doorway stands a lovely form

a moment more

&nd Mary Lyman has crossed the room and is speaking to Mrs.
Hancock . Do you note the grace with which she bows and moves
on to other friends? Her toilet is a ble ck satin quilted
underskirt, and caught up over that, is a yellow brocade cut
very low in the neck; her hair 1s arranged on the top of her
head ; it is powdered today but if you look closely you will
see here and there a brown hair amon~...., the

hite. Her eyes

are brown with a tender fond look and it has been said,
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"Brown eyes can never look earnest without looking tender."
Her mouth is firm and pleasant; her nose just disdainful
enough, and her whole form is worth the life-long study of an
artist. With what courtesy and defference she is IE.luted. What
would our Mammas of today say if their daughters should be
greeted at German or reception by a kiss? But you must mark
the reverence wit

which ·tis done . Have you ever seen such

true deffrence paid to any lady of the 19th century as you
have seen paid to Mary Lyman? We women of today should blush
to own ( as we must if we are true) that in our advanced age
of culture and refinement that deferance has, alas, been forgotten by the generation of today. With shame we confess that
the deference of man to woman is not what it should be , save
among some few who are left of the old school of Chivalry. ~e
watch .ary Lyman as she takesthe stately step of the ,inuet
or walks through a contradance, and we glance from her towards
the belle of Boston leadin :, a German or dancing the Bacquet
or Heel and Toe . What would our ancestors say to such mad
whirling (I know not what else to call it) as they thought of
the way t. ey used to dance.

.y sketch I fear is sadly wanting

for I have touched but one figure ~nd now I have but little
canvas for the rest, but you are so familiar with the 3oston
girl of today that I may ask you to sketch the remainder of
my picture ln your own mind, and let me beg you not to be too
severe in your J udgment of the belle of Bo s ton in 1875.

***...***•ii"'****
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Boston, Sept. 17, 1880.
What multitudes wake this morning with joyous hearts,
anticipating the pleasures and excitement of the day!
The weather has been most favorable and in perfect unison with the occasion. The streets through which the grand
procession is to pass, are decorated 1n the mos t brilliant
manner; all the buildin_s are draped with bright colore and
~

flags are waving from the windows

house without any

special dsiplay of patriotism is a marked exception.
What shouts and cheers arose

s the

1Bnal was given for

the procession to start on its long march!
Loud applause greeted the chief marshal and his staff as
they rode up the broad avenue followed by numerous regiments,
then came Governor Long with his gaily uniformed staff; and
the Highlanders with their bright pleid costumes.
Honorary guests and distinguished men in the state and
nation rode in carriugP.e that made up the main part of the
display, and were greeted by the spectators wittl great courtesy. The different regiments, arrayed iri various styles of
uniform (of which the Sixty-ninth Ne, York 8nd th

T enty-

third Brooklyn were the most attractive) showed the _reat
amount of training they must have received, anG were perhaps
the most snowy part of the procession.
But the most Lnte resting

art, was what followed-the

trpdes display. Every trade now carried on in Boston was
represented in some way and where it

as possible, the great

adv ncement that has been m e duri ~g the last century was 11-

-17-
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lustrated.
One of the nrinting companies exhibited on their wagon,
the ori ginal Ramage press once used by Benjamin Franklin, and
on which the first copy of the Boston Daily Journal was printed; and beside it was the modern self-acting Ridder pres,
producing six thousand printed sheets in an hour.
But that which interested the children most was the
Christmas tree gaily hun

with toys of every description, and

Santa Claus himself happened to be on the carriage, surrounded
by little boys and girls riding on rocking horses and blowing
trumpets.
There was also an old carriage, that La Fayette rode in
when he was in this country in 1825, a very curious looking
vehicle, compared with the modern ones that followed.
Jordan, Marsh

&

Co. had almost a procession by themselves,

led by one of the best bands in the country, which caused a
wave of excitement wherever it went; next followed a barouche
containing the members of the firm, then the salesmen with
banners bear ing patriotic mottoes, such as,

11

Boston, now and

forever", which of course created g reat enthusiasm.
Then the Jordan & Marsh drum corns preceded a delegation
of cash boys, carrying a banner

1th the very nretty and en-

couraging motto. "Great oaks from 11 ttle acorns grow. 11
The two pi nofortes from Chickering

&

Sons, one of 1822

and one of 1880 were wonderfully different in finish and construction.
Another thing of interest was an old fire engine, such as
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they used to have a hundred years ago; but we soon rejoiced
to see the modern fire engines u1th a ll their improvements
rush in through the crowds for over the tops of the trees
and buildings, the flames flashed up evidently from the top
of some large building.
We watched the engines run -

til they turned the corner

and were lost from sight; but we could still see the flames
and clouds of smoke as they rose high above the surrounding
buildings. The flames at length disappeared and the engines
returned and how they were cheered as they came back to join
the proc ssion, not as they went away with fresh horses and
gaily uniformed company but smeared with smoke and dust, the
hose dragging and water dribbling down from all sidesl They
had shown the spirit which has made Boston what it is today.

A Picture.
It was a stray handful of field daisies. That was all.
· 'hey were pR.1.nted upon a shaded background of blue, and
they appeared so perfectly natural, that the out-stretching of
a hand seemed all that was necessary in order to become the
happy possessor of one of their number.
They formed a little loose bundle of nature's brightness,
lying there so carelessly, that it would s eem they h d, in an
unguarded moment, been let fall from the hand which gathered
them . So suggestive too, they seemed of free and open country-
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life, from w:1ich they were now 1n exile.
Never again would they be found at thelr signal post 1n
the tall grass, or by the edge of the woodland, where for so
many mornings the Sun had found them waiting to nod a pleasant
greeting to him, through the cool morning dew.
There was a certain freedom about the little sketch, uhich,
being well set off by the broad gilt frame, was refreshing to
all observers.
There was no order in their arrangement, and several stray
ones upon the edges seemed greatly inclined to play the truant
with the1r companions.
Little dew drops, which were deftly inserted, appeared
shining upon the rough stubborn little stems, in pleasant
contrast to those upon the petals, and little appendages,
answering in flower-language to the name of leaves.
But now what was it that gave this picture such a power

over us

-

A flower which we feel but cannot express. And it

was such a simple little sketch!

Can we imagine one who was

holly destitute of the love

of Nature, taking these little flo,ers and putting such a
living power into them; however great his skill.
It is not always to the gre&t works that we must look to

kno

the hearts of their Authors or Artists.

What great masternieces have we had handed down to us
through the years, as great works, in which could not be
traced this heart stirring inspiration?

If a ~an truly love that in vhich he is engaged, he needs
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no other insniration than that living within his own heart,
to aid him in that which he is trying to effect.
This simple h ndful of field daisies is as truly a mirror
of the heart of the artist as some gre ter, more elaborate
work would be.
Can

we not, then, say, that a true p inting 1s a very

portion of a man's soul made manifest to us by means of paint
and brush upon the canvas?

Benefits and Proper

ethods of Reading.

The benfits of good books are manifest to us every day
as illustrated by contrasting the elevated position of modern

society

-

with the condition of nations who have no litera-

ture.
I have heard a person say that after having received a
common school education, she could derive as muon good from
intelligent reading as by contlnuin

her studies 1n more ad-

vanced schools; this statement was of course overdrawn, but
it nevertheless shows that great importance is to be attached
to re1;iding.
Perhaps we might justly call reading an art; for it certain-

ly requires long practice and deep thought to be able to read
intelligently the best literature of the day.
Although no study may be rP,quired to comprehend the
light popular literature, yet to be able to receive real good
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from a book,

hose author aims at furnishin g substantial food

for intelli~ent minds, requires an exertion on the part of the
reader. It is impossible to reed a book of any kind without
feeling some effect from 1 t: 1 t may be good or bad, perrn& r.ent
or temporary, and yet it leaves its imprint on the mind.
Since this is true, how careful we should be that our
11tercture is of the highest or er.
"'ho has ever reveled in the richness of Walter Scott's "Ivanhoe", "Kennilworth" and others of his interesting and elevating
novels, without receiving benefits from them? Who has felt the
fascination of Hawthorne's "Scarlet Letter 11 and "House of Seven
Gables 11 without flnding his mind elevated and enlarged and himself more familiar with human life and the world outside?
And so it i

0

with any productions of minds greater than our

own.
Lit c ~ould most of us know of the great continent beyond the
waters were it not for the books written by travelers upon that
continent ~
Little should we kno

of the past history of our nation

and world, were it not for the thought and study of

reat

historians revealed to us through their books .
But how are we to receive truly beneficial effects from
our reading?

!t 1s a very good plan after we have read a chapter, or
even perhaps a page or two of a good book, to stop and think
over and see how much of it we remember.
It 1s often surprising and even discoura ing to find how
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little we can recall and this shows us bow useless it is to
read rapidly and not think at all.
It is never a good plan to read too long at a time, that
we make ourselves tired, for it spoils the effect of what we
read besides causing us unnecessary fatigue. It is not well to
read late into the night. Should we do this the mind becomes
excited and when we have finished we are unfit for sleep.
Read; then rest awhile: read; end rest again. An over-dose
of reading is as bad for the men al ~ystem as an over dose of

medicine 1s for the physical, both alike causing weakness,
here strength is desired, and injuring where they ought to
cure .

iuality rather than quantity is desirable, as well in
r eading as in other things.
Read and comprehend fully: if the book is difficult of comprehension make it a study; master it, and in the end the mind

is stronger and more developed, than if we nassed it rapidly
by, in order to go over more ground.

«**-l(-l(***ie*
A

Bridge to Dreamland.

hen I had thrown my-self upon my bed one day, and was quietly
tak n

a nap, I thought I saw rise up before me a bridge made

wholly of books. Going along the road leading to the bridge I
walked much slower, that I might examine the collection, for

every stone was a book and I hoped they would be as oleasant
to read, as they vere to look at. A flight of steps led up
from t~e water; these I went down in order to be gin at the
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very bottom, so I could see the whole, but when I re ched the
bottom I found that the steps themselves were dictionaries,
encyclopedias etc. but thP.se d1Q not intereQt me very much so
I traveled on, and came to the too again. I looked down toward
the water and saw that the pillars holding the bridge were all
decorated with flags and red, white and blue ribbons on these
were written ''Familiar Quotations" Underneath were the substant..1.tt.l works of Chaucer, Spencer, Shakespeare,

aca lay, Johnson,

Swift and many others. The next layer I noticed was Charles
Dickens, Sir Walter Scott, Thackeray, Irving, George Eliot
and many more nice writers. I drew out some of my favorite
ones (etrange but true, it had no bad effect upon this dream
bridge) I read about a chapter of several of the boo~s I had
read before, but when I came upon Kenilworth I read that almost through. Then came the poets, here among the largest
stones Milton and Sir Walter Scott's works appear; Tennyson,
Longfellow and Whittier held honorable places and Mrs. Bro rning was also prominant. So the order ~ent on till at the top
came the yellaw covered pamphlets and other light literature,
these were arranged to form a road and the ground of the
bridge, the topmost ones were much torn and worn ae all trod
on them; but removed and in a nice little corner, where 1t
was not hurt at all was Molly Brown, this I spied and sat
reading, till the thought came to me "I must be up and journeying onward or I shall never reach Dreamland." I had barely
stepped my foot off the bridge and had scarcely time to see
that Dream-land was a verY, beautiful place when a great noise
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was heard, the bridge and all vanished and I awoke.

The

ew Old Flag.

1

A piece of buntlng! That is all.

Fluttering gayly 'm1d the trees.
White, red and ~lue , witn each rise and fall
The sport of the restless breeze.

Bright, new ands otless does it seem
No more

-

and you nass it by;

A pleasant slght,you catch its gleam
As it gaily floats on high.

Oh! but that flag 1s a century old.
Though bought but yesterday;
It has lived in the hearts of men, each fold
Is the same, thoug.1 changed alway .

Men have reverenced, loved it and even died,
That spotless its folds might be;
They have counted it honor to fall by its side
In the fight for liberty,

!tis sacred; bought with many a life
It ls holy; for God and truth
Kept it unsullied amid the strife
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Of age, the joy, and the pride of youth.

Dark with mists of doubt and fear,
Was the day which gave it birth
Black with the smoke of deadly war
Was the frighted air, and the trembling earth.

England's sons against England stand,
Dark war-smoke o'er them lowers,
They fight to gain this wave-beat strand
These barren stormy shores.

The flag rose brave in the stormy air
Brought l ife to the souls of men;
Broughthope where before there was dark despair
Gave courage and heart again.

In peace it waved when the strife was dead
O'er the blood-bought land of the free;
Declared oppression with war had fled,
And Justice alone should be.

Land of tne free! 0 mockery!
Neath the glow of the southern sun;
Toil human beings in slavery,
Men, Women, their work ne 1 er done.
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Can the flag of the free still float in the air
Can it look on such scenes of shame?
Can it wave o'er these groaning of dark desoair?
~hen for justice at first it ca~e?

At last men awakened, thelr spirits aflame,
Redeemed their lost honor ¥1th blood;
The flag they have guarded and given to fame,
Twice grandly for freedom has stood .

Twice freemen have fought; against tyranny striven,
Upholding God's truth and the right,
Willingly suffered, their own lives have given,
To keep their flag pure in his eight.

God grant that its colors unstained may wave
Tell nations that liberty lives
While the heart of the noble, the true, and the brave
The holiest sympathy gives.

**••*****•*****
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Items.
During the excitement of the presidential election Norton
shard in the general enthusiasm; demonstrations were made
in the form of torch-light processions, and one very important flag raising took pl ce at the hotel .

e being stanch

republicans were invited to be present . This was indeed a
treat and we were even w1111ne to

alk to the hotel 1n si-

lence, in order to be present at the festivities. This no
doubt was due to the excellent example of the Class of

1

81.

Reaching the hotel we found it brilliant with lanterns and
all seemed to enter lnto the spirit of the occasion . After a
few speeches and some Music, the American fl g was raised,
amidst the cheers of the

people, and for a few day~ we were

quite proud of our "stRre and stripes" until one morning the
rumor came that the flag had been insulted. Irr-mediately after
breakfast all ren out to see the tattered banner flutterl~g
in the breeze in a most dilapidated condition . A reward was
offered for the culprit which however seems not to have been
successful , and soon another flag,

~hich bore the portraits

of the republican candidates was raised beside the old one.
Yet we think no less of the old banner .

Great excitement reigned on Saturday evening in the Cl ssic
Halls as Miss Stanton gave notice at devotions that there
would be a torchlight procession in the evening and that we
might illuminate our

indows.

The nrocesslon was a republicA

one and as we are a st nch
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republican school, it was with utlling hands that we made
each window brilliant with lamps, candles, lanterns and flags.
After viewing our work fro ~ the street, we stationed ourselves
at favorable points to watcn for the procession. Soon the
11

Garfield Guard 11 came marching down the street to the music

of "Yankee Doodle", they halted in front of the Seminary and
gave us three hearty cheers and now that General Garfield 1s
President may not we girls feel that perhaps our illumination
influenced some hesitating democrat to vote the republican
ticket .

November 13th Seminary Hall

as the scene ota musical enter-

tainment given under the auspices of the Clytie Society . The
singers arrived a week before they were expected but this
emergency was bravely met by the girls who immediately dispatched messengers through the ton, to inform the citizens
of the concert and give them a cordial invitation to be present .
The hall was very well filled

nd tne exercises were opened

wit~ a trio by Miss White and Messers Teele and Barri then
followed a piano solo by Miss Blood after which a vocal solo
by Miss ~hite . Then followed others interspersed with readings
by Miss Moore . all were vigorouly applauded. The history of
Josiah Allen's long talked of

11

Pleasure Exertionu was brought

vividly before the audience by .lss Moore who was very fortunate in her selections as were also all the others. The exercises were closed with a solo by ~1ss White and the audience
eparated seemingly well pleased with the eve 1ngs entertainment.
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Hallowe'en
Although we were perhaps unable to celebrate as extensively
as we could wish this old time festival and music-making occasion; yet we did our best, and all the witches and mischief
ma.kine beings abroad on errands not exactly in accordance with
School-girl Somnambulism-Post-tardy-bell! must have been pleased
with our endeavors, as the; ' paused in their revels a moment
and peeped within the drawin~-room windows, about the hour of
eight .

The room was

filled with strange lookin• forms, with strange looking faces
as they s t arrayed in sheets, paper caos

-

masks and many

other strange disguises which upon the whole presented such a
grotesque and pl as1ng picture as scarce can be imagined considering the incredibly short time occupied in preperatlon.
These were the audience within quietly awaiting the occurence
of the grand event of the evening.
any a young fairy without must have oredlctea great
results for the future (as all are l iable to take strange
"Fitz. 11 and fancies) as he calmly surveyed
1 n the alcove corner

tastefully arranged

- the mar::r·iage ceremon:y: of a fair young

Bride and Groom accompanied by the sw r-. oning (?) parents a.nd
attended by Bridesmaids and Groomsmen.
But the Fairie's fancies were soon nut to flight, for
the ceremony being the opening feature of the evening the time
then came for the supnosed young gentlemen ofme evening to
exhibit their gallantry in daintily escorting the fair young
maidens, still in their most strange disguise, to tender
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their congratulations to the happy pair.
This gracefully accomplished there was a gene ral unmasking, and then all were conducted to a bountiful repast in
the dining room where even the tables h

a \) ecorne united in

a

complete whole .
Whatever doubts may have been entertained by some of the
fearful and superstitious ones, in regard to the exact ttwhereeboutstt of some of these wandering snirits,

hether or not

they were present 1n any of the dark and hidden corners of
our tt lheaton Housett they could easily satisfy themselves that
none within the dining-room, at least, were kings of an
ethereal nature for spirits surely could never have accomplished
such marvels in the quick despatch of the dainties .
After tLis

dancing

revoaling of events of the

future and games filled the highly lighted gymnasium with
1rlad faces and happy hearts until a late hour.
Even the fairies themselves could

.ot have enjoyed any

more the grand anniversary they were supposed to be holding
at the same time, than did we eur last Hallowe•en!

Copied fro m the journal of Miss Jennie J. Jortes, of Norton:
Nov . 22nd , 1880.- This evening about 7 o'clock I passed by
the Seminary on my way up street, and was astonished to see
the parlors brilliantly illuminated and forms of the young
ladies flitting to and fro

it was mostly 1Q. however, to

the drawing room . What could such festivities mean! Monday
night, too , when the girls usually kept study hour!
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Finding all my conjectures ir vain, I walked on; but presently
met one of the seniors, who, 1r. accordance with a senior
privilege, had been to the post office and was Just returning.
She asked me to accompany her back to the Seminary and Join
the party in the draw ' ng-room.

I gratefully accepted

the invitation, and was conducted thither.

I felt rather

awkward after I had gotten 1n there, for I found myself in
the midst of silks a nd velvets, with only a plain cashmere.
But I soon forgot my embarrassment, for standing about in the
middle of the room I saw Dr. and .'',rs . Blalce. And I didn I t
even know they had returned from Europe!

No wonder studies

were laid aside for the evening to give them a reception.
Well, Miss Stanton presented me to them, amd I took my place
on one side of the room with some of the youn , ladies.
Rogerson and his daughter and

r.

r. and Mrs . Desn with their

baby, were seated on the other side.
Presently the Glee Club Bathered around the piano and sang a
very a ppropriate welcome song; after this Dr. Blake said a
few words to the company, which were pleasantly responded to
in a greeting by Miss Carri a Smj th.
ominous silence.

Then followed an

I feared it porte nded something

very disagreeable, but my fears were soon quieted, for I
heard one of the seniors say in plaintive tones,

11

0 why don't

some one speak out loud?" and she, with two companions, uerhaps
a little braver thar. the rest, advanced to Dr. Blake and
entered into conversation with him.

This was sufficient to

break the ice, and what with refreshments served in the
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another song by the Glee Club and amusement

furnished by Mr. Dean's baby daughter, the rest of the evening
passed very pleasantly.
A little after nine o'clock tne young ladies took their
leave and soon said their last good-night in a beautiful chant.
Slowly after this the gueats retired, and the next morning Dr.
Blake, his wife and daughter departed. for their home in Taunton .
It is rumored that the doctor is to give an acco~nt of his
travels in Europe at the Seminary at no very distant day . If
he does I shall most certainly go to hear him.
It m.

So e enthusiastic young ladies, whose love of latu e has led
them to seek the seclusion of the woods have had their enthusiasm nipped in the bud. One poa,r victim went to Dame Nature
for inspiration on a composition . Having chosen the branches
of an anple tree as a safe resort, besieged by those of useful
four-footed beasts, for whom most of the fairer sex have a
reuugnance. In making her escape the branches of the tree did
damage to her apparel and gave her an opportunity to display
her skill as a needle~1oman . Alas! Thoughts even sublime 1 fly
as chaff before the wind when cows anoear on the scene of
action .
There were also two other lovers of

ature who met with

still sadder results in the woods by going into too close
contact with the obnoxious dog-wood and ,-,ere obliged to leave
the Classic Shades to seek else where an antidote fer that
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poisonous, though beautiful shrub .

Two sweet little furry animals took up their abode in the
cellar of the Seminary thie Fall. Sue~ a nice warm place

s

it was! They had invited all their relations who \1ere living
1n tne woods to share this splendid residence with them when

one night such a. frightful deed was done! An atrocious Murder!
Une of the happy pair fell a victim and before the week was
who
out the remaining onef\wae pining with grief met her fate in
the shape of a bullet and died without a groan. 1e all took
notice of the decease and wore mourning in the shaue of
perfumed handkerchiefs held up to our faces, but not to catch
the tears. Strange as it may seem the price of perfumery not
crape, went up.

11

The chestnuts are open and the squirrels will carry

them all off if we do not hurry and get there before them 11 ,
"Let's go ! 11

11

All right

this afternoon be ready at one!"

This was all the arrangement necessary to form the first
chestnut·t1ng party. All but an intellectual few started off
in the barge under the care of a Scottish chief. After reaching the woods some

11

Wrigled up the trees, some Clapped the

chestnuts down all the girls busied themselves nutting chestnut burrs

n bags and baskets.

Suddenly a change in the asoect of things astonished us,
the trees swayed their branches, the thunder and 11 htnlng
pealed and flashed. The horses were first thought of, not

90

-

-

-· .........
---=------

--
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much perhaps on account of their own personal comfort as ours,
All but one unfortunate chestnut hunter succeeded in climb1n
into the wagon before the horses began to run for the nearest
place of safety. One was left behind and as we stood watching
from our place of refuge we saw our classmates golden hair
gleaming in the distance as she came slowly along• 1th the
t o climbers who were also left behind.

When it be gan to clear we drove homewards and as goodbyes were exchanged on t 1.e back piazza, the sun burst throug "l
the clouds and all nature smiled again more lovely than ever
after the shower.

Why ls 1t that oeople call the dlatance from Bo s ton to San
Francisco long? Nonsense? We who have Journeyed ninety

one

million miles to the sun, 388,000,000 to Jupiter, 789,500,000

to Saturn laugh at the idea. We could write volumes on what
we have seen in our travels and here I am oond

ed to sum up

all in as few words as possible. Jupiter and Saturn seem like
home, we have been to both so often. The moons of the former
have given us great pleasure

how they chased each other

around the planet! Saturn's too have been very active, and
one has obstinately refused to show itself. We suppose Saturn

must have belonged to two senior classes fort o rings are
clearly dtscernible. (Can it be that Saturn failed to get his
diploma?) Alas! the character of Jupiter is not without blemish;
we ourselves can testify to spots upon it. You know how railroads are blocked sometimes wit h sno~? - so our progress to the
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star-kingdoms has often been impeded by clouds. One night we
waited a long time for the clouds to disappear before

1

e set

off on our journey; we gave up at last discouraged. A few
hopeful ones remained and were gratified by a peep at Jupiter.
Back came the clouds and off went the company. They were
scarcely settled in their several apartments over their ginger
tea when lookin~ up along the rod to Jupiter they found every-

thing clear and bright. Out to the starting-off place went the
faithful few

all that were left of them, left of a dozen .

A more prosperous voyage was never taken notwithstanding the
fact that we were only chasing shadows. A sight of a transit
was our end and aim and we achieved it at the dread hour of
twelve. To Venus we have been, to double stars, to nebulae
and , best of all, to the moon . Indeed our researches have been
endless ana 1n future time, ~lthough no
guidebook we

we cast aside our

hall go on Journeying among and studying the

shining worlds around us.

Of what is matter composed , why are certain changes produced

1n natur

and many other seemingly unans'erable questions

presented themselves in formidable array to an eager class of
students as they entered upon their first examin tion of the
profound science of Chemistry. Days and weeks passed by and
owing to the guidance of a kind and skillful teacher and the
united efforts of all every obstacle, as gradually surmounted .

The composition of air and water and the formntion of vi1rious
acids first demanded our attention followed in rapid succession
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by the analyzing of dif erent metals and the creating of new
substances by the combination of their essential elements. The
study of the manufacture of illuminating

as proved a brilliant

tonic only exceeded in interest by the distillation of alcohol,
a process requiring unlimited patience but one in which our
efforts were rewarded with comulete success. ttMake preparation
to dyett was the command next to be fulfilled and trembling at
the thought of ho-..· much it 1mul1ed, we prepared to perform the
deed, consisting mainly of transforming by means of aniline
dyes material of snowy whiteness into colors, in richness and
beauty far surpassing our ":lXpectatlons. The making of bree.d
by

scientific process seemed at first rather ludicrous and

unnecessary, since without the aid of science this floury compound has been rendered so generally palatable for centuries
past, yet is there not more satisfaction in knowing the
chemical changes that take place and knowing the why? The
study of photography too has been taken up and perfect photographs of our classmates remain as evidences of the extent of
our attainment in this direction. Our work in the laboratory
is now finished, and extending heartfelt thanks to her, who,
with unfailing kindness, has labored with us, we regretfully
close our little text book up on the few months of our experimental life .

He had been long expectant before the ladies from Andover
came. When they really mede their appearance at the supper
table we felt both relieved and fearful. ¥-isses Hall and
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Ki ball spent Wednesday with us visiting most of the recitations during the morning and several rooms in the boardinghouses in the afternoon. If, as the ladies left next morning
they carried away as pleasant a remembrance of us
left of themselves,

as

they

vheaton wil l orobably receive another

Andover aelegatlon.

We have an ,1onorary member of the Psyche Society . A friend to
whom we can divulge our profoundest secrets; who presides over
meetings even the most trivial ones and gives us sage advice
on the most difficult questions . We are indebted to .r. Ober
for our friend and are very grateful to him for the bird of
Wisdom.

Has dheaton Seminary so degenerated that the out-going class
of this year all intend fo Llowlng the trade of blacksmiths?
Why elBe do ten fair damsels decorate their fairy fingers
with golden horse-shoes? Perhaps they hope to secure a "village
smithy" for a husband, if not perhaps the horse-shoe to them
merely signifies Good Luck in general.

How sage and romantic the Clyties have grown! They have taken
a wise little owl perched on a crescent for their emblem this
year . The owl undoubtedly gives them sage advice and they ~ing
"Pinafore" to the silver-bowed new moon .

We were delighted to hear of Miss Nellie Hopkins' success at
the Royal Academy of Music in London Bnd are proud of the fact
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that she 1e a graduate from Wheaton.

The friends of Miss Laura Wheldon are disappointed to hear that
instead of coming home this fall she intends to remain abroad
another year.

Mies Kate Sproat who graduated in the Class of

1

72 was married

at her home in Taunton early in October and is now in a new
home in Denver. Many of our former pupils and teachers were
present at the ceremonies.

On the 25th of Oct. the sad news came to us of the death of
one of the best-beloved daught rs of our AlmR Mater

Miss

Hattie Gregory. Her death had taken place the Friday before
after a long and painful illfiess of which 1e were ignorant.
As has been said by one of our own t ,acners who knew her
well

she has gone to no unfamiliar country but to one with

which she held close communion during her w'1ole life. Almost
her

last words were "This is the hanpiest day of my 11fe 11 •

I

I

In a land where sunshine and flowers seemed no more a luxury
than the air, near the henks of a lovely river, was born
Phaeton, child of Clytemene and Apollo the great sungod. The
most beautiful part of beautiful Greece was the home of the
boy. scenes of rare loveliness were his most common play-
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grounde. Doubtless he had many a eame beneath the lofty marble
pillars whose very ruins we so much admire or saw the Venue
de Milo and the Apollo Belvidere in al: their oerfected
loveliness; he may eYen have known the sculptors who fashioned
them or have stood by in childish wonder while they grew from
the pure marble. Amid these beauties he wandered unrestrained.
His father's business being very engrossing, Phaeton knew of
rim only through the tales told by his mother a

she set

spinning in the soft twillght of as rn ~ers' evening. He listened eagerly to her storiee until the goa father became a
reality to him; his mighty deeds stirred his ambition, and
a vague yearning that he too might accomplish something great,
took possession of hi~. The desire to be more than a mere
oleasure-se ker made his beautiful surroundings distasteful
to him and firm in his resolve to become as great as his
father, he sought his counsel at the glittering palace of th
sun. The father, proud of the manly youth, offered to grant
him any favor and Phaeton, overjoyed at the prospect of so
easily accomplishing his scheme, asked to guide his fathers'
chariot.
In his all absorbing desire for this he forgot his 1nexoer1ence
and humanity. In hie certainty of . benefitting the world nnd
doing

ood, his own inability did not occur to him and he set

out on his dangerous journey filled with eager :.elight.
Alas! for poor Phaeton, he soon found that a trained and skilful hand was needed to guide the fiery steeds; he saw all his
hopes for accomplishing good destroyed and hi~self carried
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helplessly over the heavenly road.
g 1s name did indeed become famous but he is pointed out as

a warning, never as an example. Poor Phaeton has nrifted
down to us through the ages, receiving, on every hand, nothing
but censure. Daring to disregard the opinion of previous generations, I declare Phaeton much nobler than his Greek playfellows, who never conceived such a project and died unknown.
"He could not rule nis father 1 s car of fire
Yet was it mucn so nobly to aspire."
Phaeton cannot be blamed for this aspiration.
Can we ignore the fact that tz1is lon 0 ing for a higher plane

of life and action is the golden thread which runs through the

whole great web of the universe. Fro~ the beginning, when all
was without form and void, througn the wonderful changes until

the present hour with its worlds and systems of

orlds, moving

in perfect harmony, we see but one force working through the
ages. Each nrimitive form of force or matter striving to reach
a step higher in God's eternal uyramld.

This comes to us throughout the whole growth of the world and
even now, the Sabbath of creation, we f nd the same progression.

Now, when everything seems to be done, so perfect that anything
more would be to "gild refined ~old -

to paint the lily 11 we

find the same striving of inanimate objecte for something
beyond

the struggle of the grub in the chrysalis to become

the butc;erfly

a consciousness which prevades all nature

that there are great possibilities lying beyond and the
stru~ , le must be to realize them.
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"Every clod feels a stir of might,
An in s tinct within it which reaches and towers ,
And groping blindly about lt for 11 ht
Climbs to a soul in grass and flm-,ers.

11

God, 1n his infinite wisdom, has made it a necessity of
even inanimate things to aspire for something higher and how
much more do we feel it a necessity of our own humanity. Like
the influence which the old-time Astrologers sunposed to flow
from the stars, this mysterious, invisible force thrills our
every nerve and pervades our whole system; telling us that in
the wonderful plan of our lives, it was never intended that we
should reach a point where we could truly say
no farth r ! 11

"I need go

o ! life ls to be nrogress . We are never to stand

still but to go on ! And if we have reached what seems an
elevation, there is yet a beyond. The asniration never ceases,
but the g reater elevation we attain the more it urges still
farther . As in the infinitude of space therels no height
no depth

-

so in this life there is no perfection; the

nearer we approach the height we are intended to gain, the
better we develop those possibilities lying dormant within us,
the more are we capable of becoming . Thus we have chosen for
our motto to guide us not on ::.y here but through all our life
"To the blghest!

11
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